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Abstract

State-of-the-art machine learning models are
prone to adversarial attacks: Maliciously
crafted inputs to fool the model into making
a wrong prediction, often with high confidence.
While defense strategies have been extensively
explored in the computer vision domain, re-
search in natural language processing still lacks
techniques to make models resilient to adver-
sarial text inputs. We adapt a technique from
computer vision to detect word-level attacks
targeting text classifiers. This method relies
on training an adversarial detector leveraging
Shapley additive explanations and outperforms
the current state-of-the-art on two benchmarks.
Furthermore, we prove the detector requires
only a low amount of training samples and, in
some cases, generalizes to different datasets
without needing to retrain.

1 Introduction

Adversarial examples are slightly perturbed input
samples purposely crafted to fool a target model
(Szegedy et al., 2014). Despite being similar to the
original samples, they are often misclassified with
high confidence (Goodfellow et al., 2015). With-
out effective defense techniques, machine learning
models become unusable in high-stakes situations
and safety-critical tasks (Sharma et al., 2019).

Research in computer vision has extensively
worked on better understanding adversarial image
attacks and developing more robust models (Madry
et al., 2018; Ozdag, 2018). However, the litera-
ture in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has
witnessed fewer advances concerning this issue

∗These authors contributed equally

(Mozes et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2019).

Text data needs to fulfill several properties such
as lexical, grammatical, and semantic constraints.
Thus, many efficient adversarial image attacks—
e.g. gradient-based ones—are not transferable as
they would lead to incorrect characters and non-
existing terms (Zhang et al., 2020). However, word-
level attacks that can preserve semantical infor-
mation without introducing noticeable inconsisten-
cies are particularly effective and not detectable via
spell checkers (Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020; Ren
et al., 2019).

The lack of defense strategies against word-level
text attacks motivates our research as this is a major
obstacle to the safe deployment of NLP models.
This work’s contribution can be summarized as
follows:

(1) Based on an analogous idea from computer
vision (Fidel et al., 2020), we propose an adver-
sarial attack detector leveraging SHapley Additive
exPlanations (SHAP) to accurately recognize input
manipulations (Lundberg and Lee, 2017). Results
show that it outperforms the previous state of the
art in adversarial detection on multiple datasets
(Mozes et al., 2021).

(2) We analyze our method in terms of data effi-
ciency and generalization. The proposed approach
still offers competitive performance when trained
on very little data and can even be transferred to un-
seen datasets while almost matching the previous
state of the art.
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(3) Alongside the quantitative analysis and its re-
sults, we visualize the space of generated Shapley-
value-based explanations. This qualitative analysis
sheds light on the reasons behind our method’s high
performance and desirable properties.

2 Related Work

2.1 Adversarial Text Attacks

An adversarial text attack is an artificial input
obtained by modifying a sample from the avail-
able data. Normally, the altered text is similar—
syntactically, semantically, or both—to the original
one. However, their corresponding classification
output substantially differs. Attacks can be either
targeted or untargeted (Tao et al., 2018). Attacks
of the first type aim to create misclassification re-
sults w.r.t. a specific class whereas the latter type
wants to generate a misclassification regardless of
the exact class.

Methods like DeepWordBug (Gao et al., 2018)
or Hotflip (Ebrahimi et al., 2018) introduce
character-level noise to create typos and grammat-
ical inconsistencies in the sentence. These adver-
sarial examples appear very similar to the origi-
nal samples, but do not perfectly preserve their
meaning and can be recognized due to their lexical
incorrectness.

Other types of attacks instead alter the text at
the word level and produce semantically equivalent
and grammatically correct sentences to the initial
input. Examples of techniques using this strategy
are PWWS (Ren et al., 2019), TextFooler (Jin et al.,
2020), and BAE (Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020).

2.2 Defense Strategies for Computer Vision

Robustness against adversarial attacks—and espe-
cially their automatic detection—has been more
exhaustively researched for computer vision ap-
plications rather than for text inputs. Hence, we
briefly present a selection of the most promising
approaches.

Xu et al. (2018) propose Feature Squeezing,
based on the assumption that feature spaces are
often unnecessarily large and leave extensive pos-
sibilities for an attacker to generate adversarial ex-
amples. Their approach leverages this fact by com-
paring the prediction of the original input image
with a simplified one. When this difference sur-
passes a specific threshold, the input is classified
as adversarial.

Roth et al. (2019) detect adversarial examples by
measuring statistical differences between original
and perturbed logits. According to their results,
output logits corresponding to adversarial examples
exhibit a much larger variation than normal samples
when the input is perturbed.

Integrating explainability to detect adversarial
examples has already been shown to be beneficial.
Fidel et al. (2020) detect patterns in the SHAP sig-
natures of input images (Lundberg and Lee, 2017).
For normal samples, the inter-class SHAP signa-
tures share common characteristics. For adversarial
examples, however, the SHAP signatures show a
mixture between two classes which can easily be
detected using an additional classification model.

2.3 Defense Strategies for Natural Language
Processing

Character-level attacks can be countered with de-
fenses based on spell checkers (Pruthi et al., 2019;
Huang et al., 2019). Nonetheless, those same de-
fenses are extremely vulnerable to word-level at-
tacks capable of preserving language coherence
(Wang et al., 2019). Effective methods against syn-
tactically correct attacks are Adversarial Training
(AT) (Goodfellow et al., 2015), Dirichlet Neighbor-
hood Ensemble (DNE) (Zhou et al., 2020), Adver-
sarial Sparse Convex Combination (ASCC) (Dong
et al., 2021) and Synonym Encoding Method (SEM)
(Wang et al., 2019). The first three leverage some
form of data augmentation to train the model on
perturbed samples as well. The last, instead, in-
troduces an encoder step before the target model’s
input layer and trains it to eliminate potential per-
turbations.

Particularly relevant for this work are adversar-
ial detection methods. In contrast to other defenses,
they can explicitly recognize manipulated inputs
and send an alert signal. For natural language
data, the available methods are Frequency-Guided
Word Substitution (FGWS) (Mozes et al., 2021)
and learning to DIScriminate Perturbation (DISP)
(Zhou et al., 2019). The first—exploiting frequency
properties of adversarial words—is the most recent
and accurate method. Its authors showed medium
to high F1 detection scores in a range from 62.2-
91.4%, varying on the type of attack and target
model.

2.4 Feature Relevance Explainability Methods
Among explainability techniques, feature relevance
methods are often used to explain predictions pro-
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(a) Goal Pipeline
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Figure 1: Our detector for recognizing adversarial examples: the overall pipeline once the detector is trained (a) and
the necessary steps in order to train it (b). While generating many adversarial attacks and explanations is required
for training, the detector can then be simply "plugged in" and deployed together with the classifier f .

duced by black-box models (Arrieta et al., 2020;
Mosca et al., 2021). Their goal is to attribute a
relevance score to each input feature. Such value
should quantify the effect that the feature has on
the output, i.e. their contribution to the model’s
prediction (Wich et al., 2021).

Some of these methods rely on computing the
gradient of the output w.r.t. the input features (Si-
monyan et al., 2014; Sundararajan et al., 2017).
Others, such as LRP (Bach et al., 2015) and
DeepLIFT (Shrikumar et al., 2017), are specifi-
cally designed for neural networks and follow the
information flow in a backward fashion through the
model’s architecture. The procedure continues one
layer at a time until the input features are reached.
LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) explains black-box
models via a local surrogate that approximates their
behavior around a single instance. The surrogate
can be then interpreted directly to estimate each
feature’s relevance.

Lundberg and Lee (2017) prove that several pop-
ular feature relevance methods—including LIME,
LRP, and DeepLIFT—belong to a broader class
of approaches: additive feature relevance methods.
The authors propose a unified view of such meth-
ods that, combined with the game-theoretic concept
of Shapley values (Shapley, 1952), constitutes the
SHAP framework. SHAP-based explanations are
covered more in detail in Section 3.2 as they rep-
resent a fundamental component of our proposed

method.

3 Methodology

Our defense belongs to the adversarial detection
category and is strongly inspired by the work of
Fidel et al. (2020), which detects image-based ad-
versarial attacks for computer vision models by
using SHAP signatures. This work, instead, stud-
ies the application of this idea to text attacks for
NLP classifiers. As sketched in Figure 1a, our goal
pipeline consists of multiple stages. First, the input
is fed to a classifier trained on the task-at-hand,
which outputs a prediction. Shapley values are
then computed w.r.t. the outcome and passed onto
a machine-learning detector that predicts whether
the sample is an adversarial attack. Note that our
detector does not make any assumption on the clas-
sifier and is hence model-agnostic.

The classifier targeted by the attacks becomes
considerably more robust when used in combina-
tion with the adversarial detector. To achieve our
goal, we have to take several steps in order to train
our detector. These steps—also summarized in Fig-
ure 1b for the reader—are described in detail in the
next sections.

3.1 Crafting Adversarial Text Attacks

To train and test our detector, we choose to craft
attacks semantically similar to the original input.
This choice preserves lexical and grammatical co-
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Use synonym that causes most 
significant change

Replace word that causes most 
significant change in classification

US loses 140,000 jobs due to covid-
19 pandemic.

United States, United States of 
America, America, US, USA, …

Greedily iterate until classification changes

Figure 2: A simplified view of the generation of adversarial examples using PWWS (Ren et al., 2019)

herence also in adversarial sentences. We believe
that such attacks are more subtle as they cannot be
detected by spell checkers. In practice, for each
sample x in the dataset, we generate

x∗ = x+∆x, ∥∆x∥ < ϵ (1)

where ∆x is a semantic perturbation and the
classes predicted for x and x∗ are different. To
this end, we utilize the untargeted Probability
Weighted Word Saliency (PWWS) method by Ren
et al. (2019). This approach shows high effec-
tiveness with good transferability. According to
human evaluation, PWWS provides realistic ex-
amples with lexical correctness and only sporadic
grammatical errors or semantic shifting (Ren et al.,
2019).

The technique selects the word to be replaced
based on two factors. The first is the change in
the classification probability after substitution. The
second, called word saliency, measures the varia-
tion in the output probability of the classifier if the
word is set to unknown (out of vocabulary). The
chosen word is then replaced by a word from a syn-
onym set which causes the most significant change
of classification probability. The algorithm greed-
ily iterates until enough words have been replaced
to change the final classification label. Figure 2
sketches the core idea behind the method.

3.2 Generating Model Explanations
Whenever classifying an input sentence as either
regular or adversarial, our detector needs access to
its corresponding feature relevance explanation. In
other words, the detector takes its decision based on
how strong each feature—in our case each word—
influences the final model prediction. The assump-
tion is that the model’s reaction to original and
adversarial samples is different even if the inputs
look similar for a human. Thus, the model explana-
tions for the two samples should also substantially
differ from each other (Fidel et al., 2020).

We pick SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) to
produce instance-level explanations to train the
adversarial detector. This choice is motivated by
the empirical superiority proven by its developers
(Lundberg and Lee, 2017) and its previous success-
ful applications in detecting attacks in computer
vision. However, while Fidel et al. (2020) generate
SHAP signatures w.r.t. the penultimate layer of
the target model, we produce explanations directly
w.r.t. the input sentence as text perturbations are
introduced at the word level.

SHAP is based on a game theory concept—
called Shapley values (Shapley, 1952)—originally
used to fairly distribute a reward to a set of players
that contributed to a certain outcome. In our case,
the outcome is the model’s prediction whereas the
input features, i.e. the input words, are the players
involved. Since the players most likely contributed
differently to the turnout, their payout should differ
based on their impact. Given a text classifier f
and the set of all available features M , the Shapley
value corresponding to each feature i is computed
independently. More precisely, it is a weighted
average of the relative outcome differences

f(S ∪ {i})− f(S) (2)

across all feature subsets S ⊆ M \ {i}.
As there are 2|M | possible choices for S, exact

Shapley values are exponentially complex to com-
pute. However, the SHAP framework offers several
methods to approximate them accurately and effi-
ciently (Lundberg and Lee, 2017). In our work, we
utilize DeepSHAP as it is tailored to deep learn-
ing models, which we utilize as targets for the text
attacks (Lundberg and Lee, 2017). An official im-
plementation has been made publicly available by
the SHAP authors. 1

Figure 3 shows two examples of explanations
generated for IMDb, a movie review dataset (Maas

1https://github.com/slundberg/shap
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(a) Original SHAP signature

(b) Adversarial SHAP signature

Figure 3: Force plots generated for a sample of the IMDb dataset and its corresponding adversarial attack. The
base value indicates the average model’s prediction across the whole dataset and f(x) represents the model output
probability for the selected instance. Red attributes drive the predictions towards class 1 (i.e. a positive review)
and blue ones towards class 0 (i.e. a negative review). Starting from the base value (∼ 0.48) and adding up all
word contributions we reach the final prediction of 0.01. Hence, the original sample is classified as negative with
high confidence. In the adversarial SHAP signature, most negative words were replaced by synonyms such that the
prediction is now positive.

et al., 2011), with DeepSHAP. The first (Figure
3a) was generated from an original sample while
the second (Figure 3b) from its corresponding ad-
versarial attack generated with PWWS. As we can
see, the attack changes substantially the effect that
words have on the prediction. Hence, word-level
contributions are a major indicator for detecting
parts of a sentence that have a suspiciously high
impact on the model decision. This supports our
initial hypothesis that SHAP explanations do not
rely on image-only properties and therefore can
also serve as features for an adversarial detector in
the NLP domain.

3.3 Target Model and Detector Architectures

Our pipeline includes two machine learning mod-
els: the text classifier trained for the task-at-hand
and the adversarial detector.

For consistency with Mozes et al. (2021), used
later for performance comparison, we chose a Bidi-
rectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) as architecture to be targeted by the adver-
sarial attacks. However, other NLP models can
also be utilized as the detector does not make any
assumption on the classifier. The text inputs are
first trimmed and padded to an equal length of 100.
Increasing the input length drastically increases
complexity along the pipeline while only yielding
minor accuracy gains. Tokens are transformed into
GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) before
being fed to the Bi-LSTM core layer. We attach a
fully connected head layer to compute output prob-

abilities. We adjust the number of output neurons
based on the dataset currently in use.

SHAP values are extracted from the model for
all output classes. Therefore, the SHAP signatures
passed to the detector are numerical vectors of di-
mensionality [#classes × 100]. Here, each numer-
ical value corresponds to the impact of a single
word w.r.t. the model’s output. We do not pick any
particular architecture for our adversarial detector.
Instead, we experiment with a variety of relatively
simple machine learning models to test their per-
formance. We include a random forest (Breiman,
2001), a Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Boser
et al., 1992), and a simple two-layer-feed-forward
neural network (Rumelhart et al., 1985).

3.4 Overall Pipeline and Experimental Setup

With the methodology for the main steps outlined
in the previous sections, we now describe in greater
detail how those steps are combined, following
what we initially presented in Figure 1b. We repeat
the procedure for each text dataset utilized for test-
ing. These will be presented later in our evaluation
section (4).

To begin with, we train the Bi-LSTM model on
the given dataset. We consider this step concluded
once the model converges to a satisfactory accu-
racy. This is usually around 90% accuracy, depend-
ing on the dataset. After that, we utilize PWWS
as proposed by Ren et al. (2019)—implemented
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Method AG_News IMDb SST-2 Yelp Polarity Metric

Our
Neural Network 0.90 / 0.90 0.96 / 0.96 0.75 / 0.75 0.94 / 0.94 F1 score / Accuracy
Random Forest 0.91 / 0.91 0.87 / 0.87 0.77 / 0.77 0.84 / 0.84 F1 score / Accuracy
SVM 0.90 / 0.90 0.90 / 0.90 0.74 / 0.74 0.89 / 0.89 F1 score / Accuracy

SotA Detector FGWS (Mozes et al., 2021) - 0.77 0.63 - F1 score

Other Defenses
DNE (Zhou et al., 2020) 0.91 0.82 - - Accuracy
SEM (Wang et al., 2019) 0.76 0.85 - - Accuracy
ASCC (Dong et al., 2021) - 0.77 - - Accuracy

Table 1: Performance of different detector architectures on the AG_News, IMDb, SST-2 and Yelp Polarity datasets.
For comparison, we report also the defense performance of Frequency-Guided Word Substitutions (FGWS), Dirichlet
Neighbourhood Ensemble (DNE), Synonym Encoding Method (SEM) and Adversarial Sparse Convex Combinations
(ASCC).

in the TextAttack library 2—to produce adversar-
ial attacks targeting our trained NLP model. We
generate one attack for each sample in the dataset.
Instance-level explanations—i.e. Shapley value
approximations—are then created via SHAP, both
for normal and adversarial samples (Lundberg and
Lee, 2017).

We combine all explanations to compose a bal-
anced dataset for our adversarial detector. The
data is split into training and test sets following an
80/20-ratio. We further used the default hyperpa-
rameters for all models in the framework. To allow
for optimal reproducibility, we seeded all of our ex-
periments. For the neural network-based detector,
we pick layers of size 400 using a ReLU activation
and an L1 weight regularizer to avoid overfitting.
To further increase regularization, Dropout is used
(Srivastava et al., 2014). The model is then trained
for 10 epochs using the Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.001 and β1, β2 set to their default
values of 0.9 and 0.99 respectively (Kingma and
Ba, 2015).

4 Evaluation

4.1 Performance Results

We evaluate our approach on four major datasets
often used in research, namely IMDb (Maas et al.,
2011), SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013), Yelp Polarity
and AG_News (Zhang et al., 2015). While the last
one classifies news articles into four distinct cate-
gories, the other three are binary sentiment analysis
tasks on movie review data. The reviews are not
fed into the detector directly but their correspond-
ing SHAP signatures are instead. The number of
samples in the datasets used for the experiment is
reported in Table 2. Every dataset consists of a
50:50 split between original and adversarial sam-

2https://github.com/QData/TextAttack

ples and the sizes are varying between 940 (Yelp
Polarity) and 100,000 (AG_News) samples.

Dataset Size #Normal #Adversarial
AG_News 100,000 50,000 50,000
IMDb 3,580 1,790 1,790
SST-2 3,162 1,581 1,581
Yelp Polarity 940 470 470

Table 2: Sizes of the individual SHAP signature datasets
used for training the adversarial detector. All datasets
consist of 50% normal and 50% adversarial signatures.

Table 1 shows the performance of various de-
tector architectures on the four datasets together
alongside results achieved by previously proposed
methods. To the best of our knowledge, the FGWS
method proposed by Mozes et al. (2021) is the
best detector currently available. With our SHAP-
based classifiers, we significantly outperform their
method on the IMDb dataset by 19% with an F1-
score of 96% and on the SST-2 dataset by 14% with
an F1-score of 77%. Relatively simple machine
learning models like a random forest or a support
vector machine are able to classify the data very
accurately. Both Mozes et al. (2021) and our work
evaluate their defenses against PWWS targeting a
Bi-LSTM model.

Besides adversarial detectors, we also outper-
form all other existing defenses to the best of our
knowledge. On IMDb, our approach improves by
11% accuracy compared to the best method (Wang
et al., 2019). On AG_News, it is matched only
by the DNE method from Zhou et al. (2020). For
each approach considered, we report the result w.r.t.
the configuration achieving the best performance
against PWWS from their corresponding original
work. For completeness, we mention that Zhou
et al. (2019) reports great results but their perfor-
mance is not comparable as they do not test their
method against any well-established attack.
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Figure 4: F1-scores for independent runs on the AG_News dataset using differently sized subsets of the training data.
The F1-score starts to plateau after a few thousand samples for all detectors which shows data efficiency.

Classifier Unnormalized
SHAP

Unnorm. SHAP +
Predicted Class

Normalized
SHAP

Neural Network 0.90 0.90 0.90
Random Forest 0.91 0.91 0.92
SVM 0.90 0.90 0.90
Linear SVM 0.67 0.67 0.65

Table 3: F1-scores of input modifications for the detec-
tors on the AG_News dataset.

To further improve the predictive performance
of the model, we also included the predicted class
coming from the base model as an input feature for
the detector. As shown in Table 3, this had neither
a positive nor a negative influence on the perfor-
mance of the model. Normalizing the SHAP signa-
tures only led to minor improvements for random
forests and neural networks. This can be explained
by the fact that all input features are Shapley values
and are therefore in the same range.

4.2 Transferability

Base-Model IMDb (Test) SST-2 (Test)
IMDb - 0.56
SST-2 0.42 -
Yelp Polarity 0.71 0.66

Table 4: F1-scores of the inference step with IMDb and
SST-2 datasets on neural network base-models which
were trained on IMDb, SST-2 and Yelp Polarity.

During our research the question arose whether
the detectors are agnostic to the dataset or highly
specialized. To evaluate this property, we trained
three base-models with a neural network backbone
on the IMDb, SST-2 and Yelp Polarity datasets.

Then, we performed the inference step with the
IMDb and SST-2 test sets on all three detectors and
observed how the performance varies with different
dataset combinations.

The results can be seen in Table 4. We report the
strongest results when the detector was tested on
the same dataset that was also used during training.
This resulted in our competitive F1-scores of 94%
on IMDb and 77% on SST-2. Interestingly, there
existed other combinations which also produced
results comparable to the state of the art, although
the performance dropped compared to our strongest
detectors. To be precise, the base-model which
was trained on Yelp Polarity achieved good F1-
scores on test sets of IMDb with 71.5% and of SST-
2 with 66%. In comparison, the state-of-the-art
detector tested with similarly generated adversarial
samples on a LSTM with PWWS by Mozes et al.
(2021) achieved F1-scores of 77.4% on IMDb and
of 63.4% on SST-2.

Such results are yet not strong enough to prove
full generalization capabilities. However, we find
them promising as they indicate that our detectors
are in some cases actually transferable to other
datasets once trained. Future research is crucial as
in practice it allows to reuse models for different
tasks.

4.3 Data efficiency

While our approach offers state-of-the-art detection
performance of adversarial attacks, the correspond-
ing detector model can be trained with a surpris-
ingly low amount of data. To evaluate this property,
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we trained a neural network and a random forest
on incremental subsets of the IMDb dataset where
all runs were conducted independently from each
other. We started with a dataset size of 100 and
incrementally increased the number of samples up
to 10,000. From Figure 4 one can directly observe
the limited amount of data needed for the model
to converge. For a neural network about 4,000
samples are needed before the F1-score starts to
plateau. For a random forest classifier even less
data is sufficient with around 3,000 samples.

4.4 Qualitative Results

UMAP: n_neighbors=500, min_dist=0.001

Adversarial
Normal

Figure 5: Visualization of the SHAP signatures of the
AG_News dataset using UMAP. We randomly selected
10% of the samples to avoid overplotting.

In order to understand how the detector is able
to distinguish between normal and adversarial in-
puts, we visualized the SHAP signatures in a two-
dimensional space. To project the samples we rely
on the UMAP dimensionality reduction algorithm
proposed by McInnes et al. (2020). It is based on
the fact that most high-dimensional data actually
lies on a much lower-dimensional manifold and
can be explained by a reduced number of variables.
Figure 5 clearly shows four distinct red clusters
corresponding to the four classes of the AG_News
dataset. Regardless of their original class, most of
the adversarial samples collapse into a single clus-
ter which is clearly separable from the others. This
explains why rather simple detector models are suf-
ficient to accurately differentiate between normal
and adversarial inputs. Our result is consistent with
the experiments done by Fidel et al. (2020) which
performed a similar analysis on SHAP signatures
for images from the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky
et al., 2009).

4.5 Limitations

After the success in computer vision (Fidel et al.,
2020), this work shows that SHAP values are also
a valuable asset for discriminating between origi-
nal and adversarial text samples. However, while
word-level explanations are particularly effective at
detecting word-level attacks, it is unclear how they
would transfer to more sophisticated text manipu-
lations. We believe this is a vulnerability as future
attacks could involve using negations or paraphras-
ing whole sentences instead of unigrams.

While the approach’s pipeline is intuitive and the
results look promising, further research needs to
study transferability to more complex target mod-
els such as transformers architectures. At the same
time, we hope that future research also focuses on
creating standard benchmarks to facilitate perfor-
mance comparisons with previous defense meth-
ods.

5 Conclusion

Adversarial text examples are a major challenge
for current research and represent an obstacle for
safely deploying NLP models in high-stakes appli-
cations. While attacks are hard to be distinguished
from their corresponding originals, patterns in the
model’s reaction can be recognized and leveraged
using SHAP signatures for detecting manipulated
input samples.

Our work trains a machine learning detector us-
ing SHAP explanations of normal and adversar-
ial samples generated with PWWS. The proposed
method is both intuitive and effective since it al-
lows to detect parts of a sentence that have a sus-
piciously high impact on the model prediction and
therefore distinguishes between regular and ma-
nipulated samples. Furthermore, our detector is
model-agnostic as it does not make any assumption
on the classifier targeted by the attacks.

Our approach achieves high accuracy and consid-
erably outperforms the previous state of the art. In
terms of data efficiency, we prove that the method
can achieve nearly optimal performance also when
using a small portion of the available data for train-
ing. A qualitative analysis of the SHAP signature
landscape shows most adversarial samples con-
tained in a single cluster, suggesting that model
explanations explicitly encode information to sep-
arate attacks from their counterpart. We believe
this result explains why relatively simple detector
architectures suffice to achieve good performance
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results.
In terms of transferability to multiple datasets,

our results are promising but yet not sufficient to
prove full generalization capabilities. Although in
some cases we match state-of-the-art performance
even when training on one dataset and testing on
another, our results are highly dependent on the
dataset pair.

We encourage future research to continue work-
ing on generalization across multiple data sources
and to evaluate performance against multiple types
of attacks and models. We believe our contribu-
tion can help researchers to develop better defense
strategies against attacks and thus promoting the
safe deployment of NLP models in practice. We
release our code to the public to facilitate further
research and development 3.
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